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INTRODUCTION: 
 

This is the first of four articles that 

represent a concise reflection upon some of the 

ideas I have encountered in conducting a two 

year research project on professional 

(management) consulting.  The original result 

of this endeavor was a Master thesis of more 

than 90 pages; a treatise far too verbose for a 

practitioner to read without feeling bemused 

rather than enlightened
1
.  For this particular 

reason, I have decided to recompose the 

original text in a feedback document befitting 

the time-constraints of my new audience: 

managers and consulting practitioners. This 

process of recomposing included an increase in 

clarity by altering the structure: the original 

text was divided in four disparate articles.  

Each of these articles represents a distinct 

answer, from a different angle, to the problem 

depicted in this first article. Each of the articles 

can be read separately without having read the 

others, though any reader would be advised to 

read all articles subsequently and 

systematically increase their understanding. 

 
1 The original work can be consulted upon through contacting 

one of the authors: hannes.leroy@telenet.be.  Be informed that it 

is written in Dutch. 
 

 

 

CLARIFYING THE PROBLEM? 
 

Box 1.1. summarizes the most important 

thoughts many authors agree upon when 

reflecting upon the history and current status of 

the consulting industry.  Some of these authors 

obviously differ in the use of specific 

terminologies, samples and cases, but they all 

agree somewhat on a common gist:  

 

"There are little to no professional 

standards in differentiating successful 

consultants!" 

 

This reflection opens up ground for 

unbridled criticism towards the consulting 

industry and its representatives. Unfortunately 

most of these 'opinions' aren't based on a 

carefully depicted portrait of the graveness and 

exact nature of this problem.  Too often this 

results in overly-bold statements such as "there 

is a ‘con’ in every consultant".  Conversely, by 

putting the problem in a more comprehensible 

and broader perspective, more adequate and 

thoroughly founded critiques or even solutions 

can be suggested.  As a result, a more in-depth 

study of this problem will be the objective of 

the following paragraph. The conclusion will 

portray a more comprehensive circumscription 

of the problem and may hopefully be a 

contribution for future research.  

Box 1.1.: Contemporary reflections on the consulting industry. 

 
As from the Seventies, consulting has rooted itself in most parts of Western industry.  Compelled 

by the ever growing pressure of change (management), consultants continued to find ways of 

proliferating themselves into new markets of Western industry.  As the number of professional 

consultants increased, the services offered grew ever more diverse.  In recent years however this 

sheer rise in consulting success seemed to have a major downside. Coinciding with the growth in 

number of consultants there appears to be an inverse decline in professional standards. Managers 

and scientists alike have developed a suspicion towards consultants and their provisions, for a 

myriad of stories and case studies about failed assignments and the lawsuits that succeed them, 

has many wondering how consultants can be measured up to their relative worth’ 

 

Based upon; Collins, 2004; Fincham, 1999; O'Driscoll & Eubanks, 1993;, Beer & Walton 1999,  

Gable 1996, Jang & Lee 1998, Buday 2003 
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HOW DID IT COME THIS FAR? 

 

Although the consensus among the authors 

about the graveness of the situation accounts 

for some of its value, unfortunately there is 

hardly any empirical data available to support 

their assumptions: descriptive statistics on the 

growth, nature or dispersion of the consulting 

industry are very scarce (Collins, 2004).  

Equally scarce are theories or research that 

shed light on this apparent status quo.  A post-

hoc review of the literature, specific and 

relevant to the consulting profession, 

conducted by the authors, brings forth the 

following general conclusion:  

 

"Although there exist a plethora of opinions 

each based on differing personalized 

assumptions, the paucity of fundamental 

(empirical) research in consulting is 

deplorable." 
 

In this maze of personalized perspectives 

and little to no empirical research, one can find 

two distinct paradigms that offer arguments for 

the current (dis)trust in the consultancy 

industry.  The next two paragraphs summarize 

these perspectives: in the first evaluation is 

impossible, in the second evaluation is 

superfluous. 

 

Evaluation is impossible. The first 

perspective is the oldest and is rooted in the 

collective experience of several decades of 

evaluation research and practice.  Summarized, 

it tells us that there are little to no objective 

standards to evaluate consultants (Ginsberg 

1989, Heller 1994 and Legge 1994), making 

evaluation of consultants extremely difficult at 

best or impossible at worst.  Existing review 

studies researching the effectiveness of 

consulting indicate why these authors might 

pertain to this conclusion.  The evaluation of 

consultants generally has one recurring 

problem: assessment of intangibles.  The 

existing review studies place a differing 

emphasize on each of the following: criterion 

deficiency as a result of confounding factors 

and inadequate measurement (Armenakis & 

Burdg, 1988), inadequate sampling strategies 

(Fuchs, Fuchs, Dulan, Roberts & Fernstrom, 

1992), lack of a comprehensible theoretical 

framework of organizational effectiveness 

(Sheridan, Welch & Orme, 1996) and too great 

a reliance on subjective measurement 

instruments (Witt, Gresham & Noell 1996).   

Until recently, many practitioners and 

scientists alike were restrained by this lack of 

know-how.  More modernized authors of the 

same paradigm, for example Armbrüster 

(2004) or Salaman & Storey (2002), recognize 

that scientific research has progressed to more 

adequate solutions (for example the balanced 

scorecard of Kaplan en Norton).  However 

these authors remain dismayed by the fact that 

the quality and the easiness of use of these 

tools have not yet reached the point where they 

outweigh other more practical constraints.  

Lack of resources such as time and money has 

many believing that scrutinized evaluation 

through scientifically approved methods does 

not result in adequate 'return-on-investment'.  

The reply of scientists is that this is often the 

result of too narrow-minded focus on short-

term results. 

In the last (fourth) article I will return to 

this polemic between science and practice. 

Based on existing knowledge concerning 

organizational effectiveness I will try to 

harmonize practical constraints and scientific 

scrutiny. 

 
Evaluation is superfluous. Where the first 

perspective was inducted from years of 

scientific research, the second perspective is 

relative new and deductive or theoretical in 

nature.  In this second perspective several 

authors
1
 provide explanations for the lack of 

scientific and managerial interest (read: 

fundamental criticism) in consulting: the 

relative youth of the profession, the complex 

nature of change management, the persuasive 

nature of the consultant and the role of the 

manager as a passive victim, the unique 

characteristics of the knowledge industry and 

the polemic between two of its key players 

(management and consultant), … .  The 

consensus of each of these authors is that there 

is more to consulting than a simple buyer-

seller orientation. As such, factual evaluation 

studies would depict an important though very 

limited portrait of the complex nature of the 

consulting industry.  These authors pertain to 

the idea that literature in consulting starts from 

a more fundamental understanding of the role 

                                            
1 The interested readers are referred to the following authors: 

Sturdy (1997), Ardichvilli, 2000), Glückler en Armbrüster 

(2003), Fincham (1999), Czarniawska en Mazza (2002), Schuyt 

& Schuijt (1998), Levinson (1996), Shaw (1997),  … 
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of the consulting industry in contemporary 

industrial life. 

This line of thinking is very interesting and 

aids in a better understanding of the current 

state of affairs.  Unfortunately however the 

research is relatively young and has not 

reached the point where the subtle interactions 

between different opinions have been refuted 

and balanced into a relative stable and catholic 

point of view.  Nonetheless, giving the proper 

credit to these authors, I must emphasize that 

their views have influenced my way of 

thinking about consulting.  Each of these 

authors will be given the proper respect in the 

third article, when I discuss the proficiencies of 

consulting. 

 

WHAT CAN BE DONE? 

 

Although the perspectives presented above 

are very interesting and add to our 

understanding of how things could have gotten 

this far, none can justify the presence of their 

consequence: a continued lack of fundamental 

understanding between the three most 

important agents in the consulting industry: 

science, managers and consultants.   The subtle 

and implicit calumny between these key 

players in contemporary industrial life has too 

often resulted in an abundant waste of  

(human) resources and energy, leaving 

costumer and client in despise of one another.  

Too often this results in a portrait of the 

relationship between consultant and client as 

one of antagonist versus protagonist (Gable, 

1996). 

Early in their excavation of contemporary 

literature, the authors concluded that the 

greatest addition to (scientific) research in 

consulting should have the following 

objective: finding adequate means to evaluate 

the consultant, going beyond current treatises 

of the subject.  To accomplish this, the 

research depicted in this series of articles will 

have three characteristics, it will be … : 

 

1. … build upon previous research. 

2. … empirically refuted. 

3. … accumulative in nature. 

 

The latter is a necessary consequence (a) 

of the paucity of research in consulting and (b) 

the complexity of the problem. As there is no 

solid scientific base to build upon, I am 

convinced that the topic of evaluation of 

consulting cannot be dealt with, without 

answering subsequently the following 

questions. 

 

Article 2.What defines a consultant?  

Article 3.What skills do consultants require?  

Article 4.How can we measure their success? 
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